mind-map a diagram often created around a single word or text,

placed in the center, to which associated ideas, words, and concepts
are added.
thumbnails quick visuals or sketches of concepts.

wireframes are like thumbnails, but bigger, that sketch out each
page and fills in more details about the components.

Moodboards: A collection of images and references that will eventually evolve into a product’s visual style guide. Allows creatives to

show clients and colleagues a proposed look for the product before
investing too much time on it.

soft proof an on-screen proof, not printed.
hard proof a printed proof.
mock-up quick construction of the design, materials are not actual.
comprehensive accurate and precise construction of the design,
actual materials are used.

psd files (photoshop default) layered photoshop continuous-tone
(photograph) file format for photoshop editing only, saved in RGB.
tiff files (tagged image file format) flattened uneditable photoshop
continuous-tone file format for print application, saved in CMYK.
pdf files (portable document format) portable format for email and
printing. It embeds all the necessary font and graphic files.

frontmatter
jacket coated paper wrapped around the book for protection.
endpapers serves as a structural bond between the body of the
book and the case.
half title consists of just the book title. It was designed to protect the
title page, which was easily damaged in the days before hardcover
books. Some repeat the half-title page when there is a lot of front
matter.
title page placed on the right page, holds the title, subtitle, author’s
name, and sometimes names of the publisher and editor.
advertising card list of author’s work. It can face the title page.

copyright placed on the title page or reverse side. Includes the date
and holder of the copyright, publisher’s name, year of publication,
location of publisher, co-publishers, restrictions on public use, and
country of manufacture. Credits for design, production, editing and illustration are also commonly listed on the copyright page.
dedication to dedicate the book to someone, usually after the copyright.
table of contents a page accurately listing all textual matter.
illustration list a page listing the artwork. Consist of a caption, page
number and the number of the Illustration, caption 24-3.
foreword a foreword is generally written by a more well-known and
respected figure. A page that points out the importance of the book.
preface a page to give the author’s rationale for writing the book.

textmatter
introduction discussion or explaination of the book content, deals
with the subject of the book, supplementing and introducing the text,
and indicating a point of view to be adopted by the reader.
second half title if the frontmatter is particularly extensive, a second
half title identical to the first, added before the beginning of the text.
chapter opener major divisions of the book.
part opener major divisions of the book, put before the chapter
opener. Books are often divided into parts when there is a large
conceptual, historical or structural logic that suggests these
divisions, and the belief that the reader will benefit from a metaorganization.

backmatter
acknowledgments a place to list names and contributors to show
the author’s gratitude.
appendix may be letters, tables, documents, charts, forms, speeches, anything that is not a part of the book material, added information.
glossary list of definitions that were used in the book text.
bibliography listing of all source material referred to or not.
works cited listing of source material used in the book.
index list of words useful to the reader with page indications.
colophon note about design, designer, typography, other general
info about book production, etc.

text
headline title, usually at the top of the page.
subheads titles/headings to paragraphs, divides the body copy.
extracts quotations that are set off separately in some manner.
footnotes further explanation of a passage in the reading placed at
the bottom of the page.
folio & running head page number & title of section.
book structure
spread two facing pages.
spine books outside vertical center.

